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Summary

Last November, the UK brought forward the phase out date for
polluting vehicles, banning the sale of new conventional petrol
and diesel cars and vans from 2030 and allowing only the sale
of zero emission vehicles from 2035.
This is a significant step up in ambition and one that the UK
can be rightly proud of. But that ambition needs to be translated
into near term action for the UK to realise all the benefits of
the transition to electric vehicles and retain leadership on
this agenda.

“Ambition needs to be
translated into near
term action for the
UK to realise all the
benefits of electric
vehicles.”

Acting early to switch to electric cars and vans will help to
maximise UK emissions reductions. This will be especially the
case for battery electric vehicles, rather than plug-in hybrids,
which only lead to minor emissions reductions compared to
petrol and diesel cars.1 More rapid uptake of battery electric
vehicles could nearly double UK emission savings in 2030,
compared to delaying widespread uptake until the 2020s.
New policy to achieve this would put the UK on a stronger
footing to meet its 2030 international decarbonisation target
and is a crucial signal of intent ahead of the Glasgow climate
summit at the end of 2021.
Fast uptake of battery electric cars will also enable lower income
households to gain all the benefits from clean vehicles sooner,
by increasing supply to the second hand market. Households
in the bottom 40 per cent of the income range mostly buy used
cars. New analysis shows that, once battery electric cars, bought
new today, reach the second hand market, their owners could
save between £700 and £2,300 compared to a diesel or petrol
equivalent, on a total cost of ownership basis. And the savings
for third hand owners would be between £3,500 and £5,600.
Another reason for the UK to capitalise early on the move to
battery electric vehicles is to promote investment in domestic
vehicle and battery manufacturing. This would help UK car
makers to stay competitive in the European and global markets,
futureproofing jobs across the country. Developing UK
charging infrastructure and clean energy to underpin the shift
would also support economic recovery and employment across
the country.2
The earlier phase out date for polluting vehicles, along with
consumer incentives for electric vehicle purchases and funding
3

for charging infrastructure, will support growth in the battery
electric vehicle market, but much more is needed to speed it up.
Sales are increasing but are currently only 6.6 per cent of total
car sales, and there are seven times more conventional petrol
and diesel models on the market than battery electric cars.

“A mandate will
guarantee that more
battery electric cars
are sold on the UK
market.”

The automotive industry has shown remarkably patchy
progress on decarbonisation. Rather than gradually falling,
new car CO2 tailpipe emissions actually increased between
2016 and 2019.3 It was only in 2020, when the EU CO2
emissions regulatory target finally came into force, that most
car manufacturers focused on meeting it, ramping up sales
of battery electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles.4 As the
transition to clean vehicles also depends on an adequate
supply of zero emission cars and vans, effective regulation
to encourage manufacturers to up their sales is, therefore,
essential to enable a rapid switch.
However, the current regulatory system, based on tailpipe
emission standards, will not be enough on its own. In fact,
there is a risk that it will encourage the continued production
and uptake of plug-in hybrids, which are incompatible with a
net zero future and are more costly for owners, instead of
focusing on moving to battery electric vehicles.
Our conclusion is that a mandate requiring manufacturers to
sell a specific, increasing proportion of zero emission vehicles
(ZEVs) over the next 15 years is the best way for the UK to meet
its target phase out date. This kind of regulation will guarantee
that more battery electric cars are sold on the UK market.5
It would ensure adequate supply of a wider variety of models
at more competitive prices and boost the advertising of zero
emission vehicles to meet the target. It will strengthen the case
for investment in net zero compatible supply chains and jobs,
rather than locking in investments in incremental technologies,
making UK businesses more resilient for the future.
Finally, it would support a clear public message that the
future for cars and vans is zero emission, ensuring these
vehicles become, as the prime minister hopes, the “most
visible incarnation of our ability to simultaneously create
jobs, strengthen British industry, cut emissions, and
continue travelling”.6
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Why the UK needs
a faster transition
to battery electric
vehicles
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Helping to meet
decarbonisation
goals

Transport is the biggest emitting sector, it was responsible for 31 per
cent of the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions in 2019. And cars and vans
account for over half of these emissions, ie 88MtCO2e in 2019.7
To cut these emissions, the UK needs to promote the transition to
battery electric vehicles, which avoid tailpipe emissions and have
significantly lower lifecycle emissions compared to petrol, diesel and
all hybrid vehicles.8 (See annex one on page 19 for more information
on plug-in hybrid vehicle emissions.)
But the scale of emission cuts achieved in the near term will depend
on how fast drivers switch to clean vehicles. If widespread adoption is
delayed until the late 2020s, with plug-in hybrids representing a large
share of the sales between 2030 and 2035, emission savings will only
be just over half what could be achieved if battery electric vehicles
were, instead, almost half of new vehicle sales in 2025, and the
majority of sales after 2030.

“Transport was
responsible for 31
per cent of the UK’s
greenhouse gas
emissions in 2019.”
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The UK has a target to reduce annual emissions, under its Nationally
Determined Contribution (NDC) for the Paris climate agreement, by
68 per cent below 1990 levels by 2030. Currently, the UK is off track,
with emissions in 2030 expected to be about 40 per cent higher than
they should be.9 The government urgently needs to set new policy to
close this gap, preferably before it hosts the Glasgow climate summit
in 2021, if it is to maintain credibility with an international audience.
Policy to encourage rapid uptake of battery electric cars and vans
would put the UK on a better footing to meet its target.

Fast uptake of battery electric vehicles could deliver nearly twice
as many emission savings in 203010
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More people can
benefit sooner

New battery electric cars currently have higher upfront costs but are
cheaper to run than conventional cars. This is significant for used
vehicles, where depreciation leads to lower upfront prices and
running costs are a relatively more important factor in overall costs.
Battery electric vehicles also have fewer parts, which reduces
maintenance costs.
Analysis by Element Energy, conducted for Green Alliance, shows
that there are significant savings for owners of used battery electric
vehicles. For a new medium sized battery electric car bought today, its
subsequent second hand owner could save between £700 and £2,300
compared to the owner of a second hand diesel or petrol equivalent,
on a total cost of ownership basis. Savings are even higher for the
third hand owner, estimated to be between £3,500 and £5,600
compared to a diesel or petrol alternative, respectively.11
Households in the bottom 40 per cent of the income range mostly
buy used cars.12 The current pace of the transition to electric vehicles
means they could be trapped into owning more polluting, expensive
vehicles far longer than they need to be. Despite sales of new battery
electric cars growing nearly 16 fold in the last six years, they were still
only 6.6 per cent of new car sales in 2020.13, 14
Notably, plug-in hybrids are not only more expensive than battery
electric cars, but they could also be the most expensive type of car, if
used without charging. As consumers are not always aware of the
difference between types of hybrid and electric vehicle technologies,
there is a risk that they will purchase them, either as a new or used
vehicle, without full awareness of these cost implications.15, 16 And, if
plug-in hybrids represent a significant share of vehicle sales up to
2035, it would limit the cost benefits to consumers.
Speeding up the market for new battery electric cars, including by
ensuring sufficient supply, will help to bring down costs and increase
the flow of them onto the second hand market.

8

Boosting the battery electric vehicle market will save used car
owners thousands17
Total cost of ownership of a medium size car, bought new in 2021

“There are significant
savings for owners of
used battery electric
vehicles.”

First owner: cost over four years, plug-in grant included

£29,465

£28,981

Petrol ICE

Diesel ICE

£27,850

Petrol
full hybrid

£29,825

£32,925
£29,383

Petrol PHEV Petrol PHEV Battery
(with regular (with no
electric
charging)

charging)

Second owner: cost over five years

£18,919

Petrol ICE

£17,371

£18,259

Diesel ICE

Petrol
full hybrid

£20,718
£17,294

£16,634

Petrol PHEV Petrol PHEV Battery
(with regular (with no
electric
charging)

charging)

Third owner: cost over seven years

£21,561

Petrol ICE

£19,398

Diesel ICE

£20,421

Petrol
full hybrid

£22,256
£17,685

£15,919

Petrol PHEV Petrol PHEV Battery
(with regular (with no
electric
charging)

charging)

Fuel or electricity, annual taxes, insurance and maintenance
Depreciation and upfront taxes
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Good for the
economy and
businesses

Increasing sales of battery electric vehicle now will contribute to
economic recovery from Covid. Investment in charging infrastructure
will create jobs in both the short and the medium term. The necessary
expansion of electricity generation will support new jobs in the
power sector. And lower running costs will free up cash to increase
consumer spending in other parts of the economy.18
Furthermore, securing the long term resilience of UK industries
means investing in solutions that will make them competitive in
future. With the global market for battery electric vehicles set to grow
quickly, the UK has a good starting point: in 2018, it built a quarter of
the battery electric cars in Europe.19,20 But the global race is now on.
The EU is moving in on the market, though its growth is only
expected to pick up significantly later in the 2020s.21 The UK can
either capitalise on its early mover advantage in the first half of the
2020s, to secure and bolster its position in both the domestic and EU
markets, or wait and risk falling behind.

“A more concerted effort
to establish more
battery electric vehicle
manufacturing will
require immediate
steps to grow the
domestic supply chain.”
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Rules of origin, which require a certain share of a vehicle to be made
in the EU or UK (if the vehicle is to be exported to the EU), will also
become stricter later in the 2020s.22 A more concerted effort to
establish more battery electric vehicle manufacturing, including
battery production, early will therefore be essential and will require
immediate steps to grow the domestic supply chain.
Research by Cambridge Econometrics compared the benefits of a
2030 and a 2035 phase out of all conventional petrol, diesel and
hybrid (including plug-in hybrid) new vehicles. Its analysis finds that
ramping up battery electric vehicle uptake to nearly all new sales in
2030 could grow the UK’s GDP by as much as 0.6 per cent by 2030,
compared to a slower transition, if UK industry were able to capture a
greater share of domestic demand. There will be further benefits if it
also corners the EU market. Investment in UK electric vehicle
manufacturing will also help to futureproof jobs in the automotive
sector and support new employment in battery production.23

Speeding up clean
vehicle sales
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Progress is still
limited

Sales of battery electric cars are increasing but from a very low base,
and the range of battery electric vehicle models on the market is
currently small, making it hard for some consumers to find an option
that matches their needs and preferences.24 As of March 2021, there
were seven times as many petrol and diesel only car models and
1.7 times as many plug-in hybrid car models available on the UK
market.25

There is a limited choice of battery electric vehicle models on the
UK market (at March 2021)26
44
battery
electric
models

75
plug-in hybrid
models

308
conventional
diesel and
petrol models
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Regulation is
essential

The government’s 2030 phase out date for petrol and diesel vehicles is
a strong signal of intent. Consumer incentives, as well as funding and
policy to scale up charging infrastructure, can help overcome some of
the main barriers to electric vehicle uptake. But the pace of change also
depends on adequate supply. The car industry’s track record so far, in
relation to meeting the EU’s CO2 tailpipe regulations, suggests it may
not be in any rush to bring cleaner vehicles to market and promote
them, in the absence of effective regulation to drive change.27
Under the government’s CO2 regulations, the average emissions of
new cars sold by a company cannot exceed a certain amount of CO2
per kilometre. To bring down average emissions, car companies can
improve fuel efficiency and sell lower emitting vehicles, such as
plug-in hybrid and battery electric vehicles.

“A push to grow sales
of SUVs led to CO2
emissions from new
cars actually
increasing between
2016 and 2019.”

The industry showed very poor progress in reducing emissions ahead of
the EU’s 2020 CO2 target coming into force. A push to grow sales of SUVs
led to CO2 emissions from new cars actually increasing between 2016
and 2019, rather than falling to meet the 2020 target of 95gCO2 per km.
It was only in 2020, when the new target came into effect, that most
car manufacturers launched many more new electric vehicle models
and ramped up the sales of battery electric and plug-in hybrid
vehicles to meet the tighter CO2 regulation. Research by Transport &
Environment shows this resulted in an average reduction in CO2
emissions from new cars of nine per cent in just six months in the
first half of 2020, the largest drop ever recorded. 28

Manufacturers delayed action until they were forced29
Average carbon dioxide emissions from newly registered
passenger cars in Europe (gCO2/km)
123.4
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111

Emissions
fell by
nine per cent
in the first
half of 2020

95gCO2/km
2020 target,
based on CO2
regulations
2014
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First half
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A mandate to
accelerate the
electric vehicle
transition
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Why a ZEV
mandate is
needed

“A ZEV mandate would
secure an adequate
supply of battery
electric vehicles to
the UK market”

The UK’s post-Brexit approach to tailpipe emissions regulations is
still to be determined but the government has so far adopted
regulation to retain emission standards that are at least as ambitious
as the EU’s. The effective EU target for average emissions from new
cars is set at 95gCO2 per km in 2020 and 2021, with a 15 per cent
reduction from 2021 levels by 2025 and a 37.5 per cent reduction by
2030.30 While this is encouraging, going forward the targets would
have to be considerably tighter to enable the fast transition the UK
needs to maximise the benefits we have discussed.31 There are also
issues with the complexity and transparency of the CO2 tailpipe
standards.
Crucially, CO2 regulations only set an upper limit on the emissions
allowed, rather than setting explicit requirements for a share of the
vehicles sold to have zero tailpipe emissions. Therefore, there is a risk
that they will promote continued production and uptake of hybrid
and plug-in hybrid cars, which are incompatible with the net zero
goal, instead of ensuring a focus on zero emission alternatives.
The government also plans to consult on which types of vehicles can
be sold between 2030 and 2035, ie once the sale of new petrol and
diesel vehicles is banned, but before only zero emission vehicles can
be sold.32 Setting strict criteria to ban the sale of hybrid vehicles and
only allow the sale of plug-in hybrids that can be driven in electric
mode for the vast majority of their trips, will ensure significant
uptake of battery electric cars after 2030. But, even if these strict
criteria were put in place beyond 2030, it is unlikely to have a
significant impact in the near term.
A new form of regulation, known as a Zero Emissions Vehicle (ZEV)
mandate, is the answer. Already in force in California and nine other
US states, China and some Canadian provinces, this would require car
and van manufacturers to sell an increasing number of zero emission
vehicles, such as battery electric vehicles, as a share of their overall
sales on the UK market.33 Sales targets can be set under a credits
scheme, where manufacturers would be able to trade ZEV credits
between one another in a given year, to allow for some flexibility
in the market. Sales targets would progressively increase to reach
100 per cent by 2035, the phase out date for all vehicles with tailpipe
emissions. (For more information about California’s ZEV mandate
see annex two on page 20)
A ZEV mandate is an effective measure for the following reasons:
It secures an adequate supply of battery electric vehicles to the
UK market. The Climate Change Committee (CCC) recommends that
battery electric cars should be nearly half of new vehicles sales in
2025. While more ambitious CO2 regulations could promote a greater
supply of lower emission vehicles than projected under current
regulations, they are still unlikely to guarantee the higher sales of zero
15

“A ZEV mandate would
encourage producers to
advertise battery electric
vehicles to ensure sales
targets were met.”

emission cars needed to meet the CCC’s recommendation. There is
also a risk that supply to the UK market might be limited, if demand
for battery electric vehicles grows significantly in other EU nations,
driven for instance by more generous purchase subsidies, currently
offered in Germany and France.34 By introducing a ZEV mandate, the
UK would secure adequate supply without having to increase
purchase subsidies to the level of its EU counterparts. The mandate
would also help to accelerate cost reductions, as car makers will
compete for sales to meet the target.
It will promote clear public messaging. There is strong public support
for action on climate change.35 But clear messaging about solutions is
essential to secure long term shifts in behaviour. Rather than using
CO2 regulations to support continued uptake of lower carbon vehicles
with only marginal emission improvements, some of which, as in
the case of plug-in hybrids, are much less green than claimed, a ZEV
mandate would help to focus on the need to switch to zero tailpipe
emission cars. This is especially important, given that many
consumers are not clear about the difference between hybrid and
battery electric cars.36 Advertising is one of the areas where it is likely
to have an impact. According to a report by the New Weather
Institute and Possible, car manufacturers spent £1.2 billion in 2019
advertising SUVs, which are responsible for significant emissions.
This increased SUVs’ share of the market to 40 per cent in that year.37
A ZEV mandate would encourage producers to advertise battery
electric vehicles specifically to ensure sales targets were met and
accelerate efforts to train up related dealerships and maintenance
providers.
It will help to futureproof UK industry. With CO2 regulations alone,
UK manufacturers might continue to invest in producing conventional
vehicles, as well as hybrids and plug-in hybrids, potentially locking
jobs into high carbon supply chains. Earlier investment in battery
electric vehicle manufacturing will improve the long term resilience
of the UK automotive industry.38 A ZEV mandate will strengthen
the case for this investment along supply chains and in green jobs.
It would also help to attract inward investment from manufacturers
specialised in zero emission vehicles.
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Putting the UK
at the forefront
of the electric
vehicle revolution

As highlighted in the prime minister’s ten point plan, “zero emission
vehicles can be our most visible incarnation of our ability to
simultaneously create jobs, strengthen British industry, cut emissions,
and continue travelling”.39
The UK has demonstrated leadership by setting an ambitious earlier
target to phase out polluting cars. Building on existing policy to
promote the uptake of electric vehicles, the Department for Transport
now needs to ensure that regulation supports this move.
A ZEV mandate, with ambitious interim targets over the 2020s, in line
with the CCC’s recommended uptake levels for battery electric
vehicles, of nearly 50 per cent by 2025 and over 70 per cent in 2028,
should be introduced, under a credits scheme, to maximise climate
benefits and cost savings to consumers. It will set a clear incentive for
car manufacturers to capitalise on the transition to zero emission
vehicles, promoting investment in futureproof supply chains,
boosting battery electric vehicle sales and ensuring there is a wider
range of clean vehicles on offer.
It can be introduced alongside more stringent CO2 regulations for
vehicles, to ensure that, as well as promoting earlier sales of zero
emission vehicles, there is continuous improvement in the
performance and efficiency of petrol, diesel and hybrid vehicles up
to the phase out date. A strict set of criteria should also be introduced
to limit the sales of all types of hybrids between 2030 and 2035
(except plug-in hybrids that can be driven in electric mode for the vast
majority of trips), to accelerate the move to zero emission vehicles.
The UK can either lead in this global transition, and become a hub for
battery electric vehicle manufacturing, or lose its place in the market
for the foreseeable future. As the country prepares to host the
Glasgow climate summit in November 2021, it has the chance to set
the bar for this industry, follow through on its own carbon cutting
commitments and help to raise the ambitions of the rest of the world
to move faster to electric transport.
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Annex one

Why plug-in hybrids are not the solution
While plug-in hybrid cars are presented as a green alternative to
conventional petrol and diesel vehicles, their real world emissions are
often significantly higher than those generated under test conditions
and they are only marginally better than those from conventional
vehicles.40 This is because owners frequently do not charge their cars
or the car does not drive using the battery and electric motor only,
even when supposedly running in zero emission mode.
Car buyers are at risk of being misled about the green credentials of
plug-in hybrids and might choose to purchase them believing them
to be better than they are, instead of opting for a truly zero emission
vehicle.

Real world emissions from plug-in hybrids are higher
than predicted41
CO2 emissions under
test conditions

44g CO2/km

Real world CO2
emissions

117g CO2/km

Plug-in hybrid

135g CO2/km
Hybrid

164g CO2/km
Diesel

167g CO2/km
Petrol
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Annex two

California’s ZEV mandate: leading the way in the US
A mandate on manufacturers, under a credit trading system, has
already been implemented in California.42 Manufacturers are required
to sell a growing proportion of zero emission vehicles and, if they fail
to meet the target, they must purchase ZEV credits from other
producers that exceed their mandate.
With a target for sales of pure zero emission vehicles of six per cent
in 2020, the mandate has helped to increase the share of battery
electric vehicle sales nearly fourfold since 2015 to reach 6.4 per cent
in 2020, which is over three times the US average that year.43, 44
California alone accounted for nearly half of all new US battery
electric vehicle sales in 2020.45 Battery electric vehicles are forecast to
reach over a quarter of all sales in California by 2025 and up to nearly
60 per cent by 2030, while estimates for US wide adoption suggest
less than 10 per cent of new sales will be EVs in 2025, and just over 20
per cent in 2030.46
The mandate, first introduced in 1990, has also driven technology
improvements, thanks to the early focus on low carbon vehicles and
its ZEV credit system. Under this, manufacturers that are more
advanced in ZEV technology can sell their excess ZEV credits to other
manufacturers, stimulating investment in innovation. It also provided
an incentive for the early entry of specialised ZEV manufacturers.47, 48
As a testimony of the effectiveness of this scheme so far, California is
also planning to extend it to medium duty and large trucks, from
2024.49

California battery electric vehicle sales are three times the US
average, as a percentage of overall car sales50
California
6.4%

US average
1.9%
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